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Dear Students,
Holidays are always a welcome break form the normal routine and we all look
forward to them. They give us opportunity to pursue all those activities that
we enjoy but never found enough to indulge.  The 'Summer Initiatives' will
reinforce what has been taught, contribute to development of the children and
maintain a continuation with the process of study that has already begun.

Handwriting is an essential skill that has to be developed in children. To
teach each child to write legibly, without strain and with sufficient speed it is
important to practice handwriting. Given below are the samples of formation
for writing letters in English and Hindi and the numbers in Math. Please ensure
that they are practiced in the copy.

Summer Initiatives

St. John’s High School
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You can spend your time as you wish but make sure that you use this time
productively, exploring the opportunities  available.

* Inculcate the habit of reading.

* Socialize with your friends and relatives.

* Spend time with nature.

* Do something for the environment as an ECO -WARRIOR.

English

Summer Initiatives
1. Make a 'WORD FOR THE DAY' notebook. Write a word everyday,

understand its meaning and use it to frame a simple meaningful sentence.
2. Each child  must read a story book (according to their age). Write the

name of story book read in the above mentioned notebook.
3. Boys will make flash cards / Posters on coloured A - 4 sheets.

Follow the instructions given :-
i) Write the SDG on one side of the sheet. (according to the House)
ii) Draw an icon / picture related to that SDG on the other side of the sheet.
iii) Write at least 2 words related to each SDG in your notebook.
Example:

ZERO
HUNGER

Words :-
* hunger /  hungry
* food
* wastage

Br. O’Keeffe - SDG ( No Poverty / Zero Hunger)

Br. Crease  - SDG (Good Health and Well Being / Quality Education)

Br. Rice  - SDG (Garden Equality / Climate action)

Br. Morrissey - SDG (Life Below Water / Life on Land)
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Boys will make a MATH KIT during their summer vacations. The following
things are to be made and put in the kit.
All the things are to be made with eco friendly products or out of waste.
a) Shape cut outs:

5 thick paper cut outs of each shape - Square,  Circle,  Oval,  Rectangle
and Triangle.
(not  more  than 5 x 5 inches)

b) Fraction cut outs :- Whole, Half and quarter.

c) A clock with moving hands. (size 10 inches)

Math

Hindi

(A4 size sheet )

(A4 size sheet
)
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The boys are required to make the following according to their houses.

1. Br. Rice House - “FACE UPON FACE"
i) Create a mask of your favourite animal either pet or wild. The size

should be 7" x 7".
ii) Learn 4-5 lines on the animal too.

2. Br. Crease House - “THE LEAF HUNT"
i) Visit green areas with your parents.
ii) Pick leaves from different trees / plants / bushes. Paste atleast 7-8

different types of leaves in a scrap file. Do not forget to write their
names.

3. Br. Morrissey House - “POSTER - PLANT TREES SAVE LIFE"
i) Plant a sapling in your garden or in a park under the guidance of your

parents.
ii) Water it daily and take care of its daily needs.
iii) Take a picture of the sapling and paste it on  A4 size sheet. Write

few lines on it.

4. Br. O’Keeffe House - "DRAW ANIMALS"
i) Turn any 4 numbers into beautiful animals of size 2" x 2" on A4 size

sheet. (white) as shown below.
ii) Colour the animals neatly.
iii) Write names of the animals.

G.K.

DRAW ANIMALS
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Life Skills

Random Act of Kindness

Johnian's have always been known to have a kind heart and a brave spirit.

Boys, you hold the power to make someone's day with a small but selfless act.

A Random Act of Kindness can lift up anyone's spirit. This summer let us

come up with an idea to put a bright smile on someone's face.

Perform a random act of kindness, take a picture, paste it one A4 size

sheet paper and write five lines about what you did and how did it made

you feel.

You can make your sheet attractive by decorating or colouring the borders.

Submit your sheet to your teacher once you're back in the school after the

summer break. You will also be presenting it during your Life Skills class.


